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hyhy: hyhyhyh
Restaurant
of the week: Bellaluna

Taste of la dolce vita in West Hampstead
Joseph Connolly discovers a good value dependable local Italian restaurant where he enjoyes bresaola and veal escalopes

S

hould you happen to be a
doctor or a lawyer, you
will be most depressingly
familiar with people
buttonholing you and
demanding free advice: precisely
why doctors and lawyers of my
acquaintance, when dragooned
into such grisly affairs as dinner
parties, will frequently lie about
their livelihoods, claiming to be
refuse disposal officers, or
milkmen: no one has ever been
known to attempt to extract
advice from either. If, however,
you happen to be a restaurant
critic, apart from the one, eternal
and exceedingly tedious, not to
say moronic, enquiry (“So what’s
the best restaurant in the world
then, ay …?”) what you get is
advice thrust upon you in the
form of not just
recommendations, but the urgent
truth that I just have GOT
to visit and review a
certain
restaurant
because if I
fail to,
then
what
future
life is
left to
me will
be nought
but a
tattered and
hollow thing,
hardly worth the
living. And often these
restaurants I have reviewed a
couple of weeks earlier. Or else
they are in Pinner. Or Stansted.
Failing that, they just happen to
be owned by the enthusiast’s
brother-in-law, Neville – who,
although in receipt of no formal
training, is the finest chef I am
ever likely to encounter, while his
wife Sheila is not just the
beaming front-of-house, but an
absolute whizz at creative napkin
folding.
Mostly, people will enthuse
about the restaurants closest to
where they live. They go there
all the time because it’s just so
handy and a warm welcome
is always guaranteed from the
proprietors who have actually
become close friends – and
when they tell said proprietors
that they were instrumental in
swinging a review in the Ham
& High, then they are surely in
line for a buckshee Limoncello.
Well, as I have said before, that
is not the way I work. I also
politely turn down restaurateurs’
offers of meals for four people
with lavish booze in exchange
for a review. Because they don’t
mean ‘review’, of course – they
are expecting a glowing and
guaranteed encomium, lit in
neon. So I continue to listen
to useful tips, and go here and
there unannounced. Lately, it
was suggested to me that I hadn’t
done West Hampstead for a

Pricey Italian Hidden Treasure is either
defunct, a figment of
Google’s imagination or
so hidden, it’s buried
while … so I decided to do West
Hampstead. On West End Lane
there are lots of places on offer,
though they tend towards daytime
cafes or evening eateries. I rather
fancied the idea of Italian … and
according to Google, there is a
fairly pricey Italian restaurant
called Hidden Treasure (sounds
more Chinese, no?) – but either it
is defunct, a figment of Google’s
sometimes delirious imagination,
or else a treasure so very
well hidden as to be
buried.
So what
else, then?
Where can
I get some
decent
pasta?
Well
there
is La
Smorfia
(maybe
a branch
of the Cosa
Nostra run by
little blue people?)
but this is closed for lunch. Or
La Brocca … where the door
was open, very loud music was
playing, chairs were stacked
on to tables, and the place was
covered in a twilight gloom: so
open or not, not too tempting.
And opposite that is Bellaluna
– beautiful moon, how very
poetically Italian of
them. It looks
like a glassfronted
café, but
the menu
was enough
to get me
through
the door –
though not
before observing
an adjacent shop
which proclaimed to have
‘antiques and collectables
for sale’, and whose window
largely comprised a selection
of odd second-hand shoes
and a mildewed handbag.
A largish square
room, the
furnishings
functional:
white walls
relieved by a
faint orange

glow from a surrounding pelmet,
and black-and-white photographs
of Italian film stars such as
Sophia Loren – who is forever
quoted as saying “everything
you see I owe to pasta”, but in
her recent autobiography denied
ever having said anything of the
sort. There is also, quite near
the Italian tricolore, a picture of
Marlon Brando as Don Corleone,
which proves they are not
squeamish. The staircase down
to the loos is lined with Fellini
posters, most notably La Dolce
Vita, prominently featuring the
recently deceased Anita Ekberg
busting out all over. The welcome
was smiley and Italian, and so
was the menu. Maybe inspired
by the flag on the wall, my wife
ordered insalata tricolore, and
I was having bresaola. These
were from the carte, but I suspect
the reason the place was fullish
was the bargain lunch offer of
many pastas and pizzas for £5.90,
including a soft drink. The salad
was beautifully and generously
presented: thick slices of beef
tomato, circlets of mozzarella,
and neatly fanned avocado. My
wife said that this was perfectly
fresh, and utterly delicious. My
bresaola was similarly liberal:
loads of it, in slices rather thicker
than usual, with a mound of
rocket and plum tomatoes: very
good.
More classics to come: pollo
alla funghi – oven baked chicken
with wild mushrooms and seed
mustard in a cream sauce with
saute potatoes and mixed
vegetables. The mixed
vegetables turned out to
be unmixed broccoli, the
saute potatoes more like
roast – but the creamy
chicken was tender
and oh so plentiful,
the mushrooms
nicely earthy. My
wife thought it
way underseasoned,
though – even after
several twists of
black pepper from the
mill. So she added salt
– something I have never
before seen her do. I
had scallopina
Milanese
– three

nice breadcrumbed slices of
hammered veal, tender and good,
with spaghetti: I had requested a
Bolognese sauce in place of the
advertised Napolitan, and it was
truly fine: creamy and enveloping,
with chunks of slow-cooked beef
as well as minced. A glass of
Peroni beer … a glass of house
red (Nero d’Avola – Sicilian)
and we were doing very well
indeed. The only thing to mar our
contentment was the noise from
two unruly and undisciplined
brats, their mothers talking ever
more loudly over the shrieks and
whoops, as frantic mothers will:
they left soon, thank God.
So: a very useful and
dependable local restaurant: how
very pleasant for West Hampstead
that in the middle of every day
they are able to bask beneath a
beautiful moon.

FACTFILE
■ Bellaluna, 218 West End
Lane NW6. Tel 020 7435 3703
■ Open seven days 11am-11pm.
■ FOOD
✩✩✩
■ SERVICE
✩✩
■ THE FEELING
✩✩✩
COST Tremendous value.
£60 will give two of you lots of
good food and drink.
Joseph Connolly’s latest
novel is STYLE, published
by Quercus in hardback and
ebook. All previous restaurant
reviews may be seen on the
website www.josephconnolly.
co.uk

